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mike is also the co-founder of the idd (international digital design) group, a consulting firm
specializing in computer/electronics design for commercial and industrial applications. he has been
involved with the design of digital audio workstations and audio hardware for nearly 25 years and is
a consultant for the design of daws and their integration into a complete studio and production
facility. mike has designed and built several generations of digital audio workstations and has
developed two complete audio recording/production studios, both of which are used extensively for
professional recording and mixing. nelson is an engineer with over 30 years of experience designing
and developing digital and analog audio products for professional and consumer markets. as a
former high-level engineer for the manley laboratories division of at&t, nelson's expertise includes
the design and development of electronics, computer systems, and consumer electronics. nelson's
current responsibility at maat is to develop and plan the direction for maat's core product lines,
which include the pinguin and audio matching products. a member of the american society of
engineers (asee) and the audio engineering society (aes), nelson is a contributing member of the
ieee. he is actively engaged in the industry-based education programs of the audio engineering
society, and serves on the board of trustees for the asee and the smpte. nelson holds degrees in
electronic engineering and industrial and systems engineering from pennsylvania state university.
nelson brings years of experience in the design and implementation of digital audio products to
maat's engineering team. his work includes the development of sampling and playback hardware for
use in the pinguin and audio matching lines of products.
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If you're diving to the bottom of the ocean, if you need to descend to a very specific depth, or you
just want to control the rate at which air is let into a tank, then the DPMP plug-in will help. It

measures the pressure of the ambient atmosphere and compares it to the pressure in your tank.
When the pressure in your tank is greater than the pressure in your environment, it will gradually

begin to open the safety valve. So you can set your valve to open every 100 meters. You'll find that
if the ambient pressure is greater than 400 mbar( 14.7 pounds per square inch), the valves will open
every 100 meters. This is called the K-System scales as they were used in dive tables and in Dr. Bob
Katz's book. You can quickly and easily adjust the DPMP plug-in scales using the OSC presets. Note:
This feature works with all the K-System scales. For example, if you use the K-14 scale, then when
the ambient pressure is greater than 1400 mbar( 47.9 pounds per square inch), the valve will open
every 10 meters (K-14 scale). If you're using the K-12, then you'll have to open the valve at half the
depth. Now you'll be diving fast but you'll be under more strain. As the depth increases, the DPMP

plug-in will open your valve more slowly. But if you're diving to the bottom of the ocean, or you want
to dive to a specific depth (e.g. 2200 meters), then you'll dive fast and you'll experience less pain as
the DPMP plug-in does exactly what the manual says it will do. Using the OSC presets, you can easily
program your DPMP plug-in. You can program your OSC preset to go from the surface, dive to 4000

meters, and then open your valve slowly as the pressure reaches 1 bar (14.7 pounds per square
inch.) Keep in mind, your oxygen tank will be vented automatically to prevent the pressure from
rising to dangerous levels. When you're diving to the bottom of the ocean, and you want to open

your valves faster in order to reduce your oxygen debt, you can simply use the manual feature. For
example, with your dive computer set to 1200 meters, you can adjust the DPMP plug-in's valve to

open when the pressure reaches 1500 mbar (29.3 pounds per square inch). 5ec8ef588b
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